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CHAPTER 1

I NTRODUCT I ON

RUZYNE AIRPORT, PRAGUE: There was nothing unusua alout

the unscneC.Jiea arrival of the Aercfot An-24 iaz-, n -he

evening of 20 August. 1968. Such "special" flignts olteFn

appearea. However, this one aid not follow norma,

procedures ny taxiing to the airport tevminai. sze-c. 7

remained par-ed at the eage of the runway. Latec. in zne

very early hours of 21 August, another unannouncec Sc'.'jie

aircraft, this one an An-!2, !a.noei ana quickly moveo up to

the airport terminal. An airborne unit of the Soviet Army

hurried f-om it ano immeaiately took control of tne airport

b uildings. Moments later a long string of Soviet mi i'zarv

An-12 transports started arriving at Ruzyne, in intervais o4

one minute. Their approach ,was controllcd by the lone An-24

that had arrived earlier and still remainec aL the runways

edge. 1  The Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia, the climax o:

a pian that had possibly been put in motion six months

earlier, was underway. 2 Later, after the oust had settiec

on the new Czechoslovakian Communist regime, a stunnta

Dubcek woula tell his countrymen, "I declare on my nc:ýor -ýs

a Communist that I had no suspicion, no indication tnat

anyone would want to undertake such measures against us ...

that they should have done this to me after I have aeoicatec

S.. . . . .N .o .-. -. . , ~.-_.a _ .. c * * .'_ . - -.. . *. - ('-. ."-, .> , , •-_. _- ._=.. - -.... -.. . -, _ • .• . .. .- . .. .. . . .. . -.. . -' _



my whole life to the Soviet Union is the tragedy of my

I Ife." 3

Among the many tools that a nation has available for the

execution of its policies, strategic deception has recently

received a great deal of consideration -- if not use. Given

the correct circumstances, it can be an inexpensive,

unimposing, and extremely effective way of reaizing

national objectives and goals. Unfortunately, targets of a

well thought out and executed strategic deception will often

deny its existence or effectiveness. Thi6 makes the stuoy

of strategic deceptions very difficult to say the" ieast.

The "perfect deception" is a classic example. It is out

there somewhere, but, like the perfect crime, it manifests

itself only in results. It is difficult to prove, ano

harder to study because quite often the study would attack

comfortable beliefs. These beliefs are often the

assumptions of long standing policies and constituted

positions. 4 Policy makers might well have established the

status quo based upon what could turn out to be a strategic

deception. An example of a status quo that was nearly upset

by a strategic deception can be found at the root of the

Cubar, missile crisis.

Top officials of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union

(CPSU) voluntarily offered the information thdt it had no

intention of placing its nuclear armed missiles in C'jta.



Its ICBM force, they explained, was so effective that it did

not need to even consider such a move. Meanwhile, Soviet

freighters were steaming towards Havana, their cargo holds V

filled with the very missiles the Soviets tola the world it

had no intention of deploying. Had this Soviet strategic

deception been successful, the status quo in this

hemisphere, and in the free world, certainly would nave been

altered. 5

The concept of a successful program of strategic

deception easily qualifies as an unknown quantity wnen

considering the strategic balance. It has been suggested

that the Soviet leadership not only employs deception as an

instrument of strategic power, but their deceptions, like

* the Icaders themselves, often are employed over extremely

* long periods of time. 6  Indeed, recent studies go so far as

to suggest that the Soviets possess a "national talent andl

propensity for deception". 7

This "talent" for deception is put to work by the

Soviets to shield the main goals of their strategy, and to

mask the phases of operations it employs to realize those

goals. Their operations are based on an excellent

understanding of Western beliefs, desires, and social goals

-- an understanding that the West deliberately promotes. 8

The result is a coherent deception program that has adapted

Itself to the frequent shifts in Western public opinlon. 9

64
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The Purpose of This Study

The purpose of this study is to examine the Soviet's

deception program from the Inside-out. This paper will

attempt to dissect the program starting at its basis: the

military and political writings the Soviets have releasea to

the open press on the subject. Indepth seconoary sources

such as CIA and various "think tanK" studies will also oe

used to examine the Soviet deception program. Next, it wili

synthesize the arguments presented in those writings into a

mocel representing a theoretical Sovi&.t strategic ceception.

Finaliy, the Soviet invasions of CzechoslovaKia ana

Afghanistan wi]l be investigated, focusing on the Soviet use

of stcategic deception preceding the specific invasions.

The use of deception in these Invasions will then be

compared against each other, and the model. The goal of the

paper is to cetermine if the Soviets have provided the West

ulith a comprehensive blueprint of their strategic deception

program.

e Strategic Deception Discussion

The most obvious point of departure for this discussion

is to first define exactly what is meant by the term

"strategic deception". It shall be defined for the purposes

of this study as deception planned and executed tQ result in

foreign national policies and actions which suppout the

4J.41
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originator's national objectives, policies, ana strategic

plans.1O

When employing a strategic deception, the griai is

generally quite simple -- induce the leadership of tne

target (be it a nation, group of nations, or a specific

group or minority within a nation) to Make a decision whiCh

is uniavoraole to :tS national oojectives. As an example.

the purpose statement of a Soviet strategic aeception

directed at the West might be, "to induce the Western

adversaries to contribute unwittingly to the achievement ct

communist orjectives" .1 The key is to make the target

believe the decision it makes (be it the assumption upon

which a foveign policy is developec, the aeployment o-f is

defensive resources, etc.) is the correct one. in orcer :or

such a deception to be effective, it "must at least

partially correspond to reaiity or genecally acceptea

views." 1 2 That established, it is now in orcer to quicKly

discuss the two types of deceptions that are generally

employed by nations.

The deception types referred to have been called the

A-type and the M-type. 1 3 Both of these types have the same

ultimate goal -- induce the target to make the wrong

decision. The A-type deception (the "A" standing for

ambiguity) is the less polished of the two. The obxiective

of this form of deception is to compound the uncertainties

confronting the target's attempt to determine its

aaversary's intentions. This Is accomplished Dy employing

4-



elements such as contradictory IndIcators, missing data,

fast-moving events, time lags between events, etc., all to

restrain accurate intelligence assessments. An A-type

deception is successful if enough ambiguity exists to hice

the secret of the actual operation.

The second type, the "M" type deception (the "M"

stanoing fcr m'.eadcing) is a mucr more sopnisz.catec anc:

complicated one. In this form, a deception is ceveiopea

that actually reduces ambiguity by building up the

attractiveness of the wrong alternative. The target then

directs resources and energy towards the wrong objective,

leaving the deceiver room to prevail in all other areas.

Nations are most likely to employ deceptions when one or

more of the following conditions are met:

1. A high-stake situation where outcomes are
critical and every option must be employed
to ensure victory or stave off defeat.

2. A way to lower costs is needed.

3. The deceiver is not fully confident due to
his own military weaknesses.

4. The deceiver wishes to keep his policy
options open.

5. The nation Is one where political leaders
take a strong, central role in military
policies.

6. The bureaucratic Imperative which suggests
that organizations trained for a certain
task will seek to perform it.

7. A nation's Inclination to deception. 1 5

P.



Given that one or many of the above conditions are met,

and the decision to employ a deception is made, the next

step would be the development of the deception itseif. Here

lies the biggest difference between a deception ana a mere
lie. While minimum effort is required to come up with a

simple lie or untruth, the develcpment of a deception, at

least at the tactical and strategic level, is an art in

itself. Some writers have suggested that aeveloping a

strategic deception Is like writing a play -- the author Is

concerned with the script, scenery, props, costumes, extras,

sound effects, etc. 1 6 For a strategic deception the

playwrites tools would be substituted with items such as the

United Nations, a frienaly press, front organizations,

"black" or "gray" radio stations (radio stations that either

do not acknowledgt a sponsor, or acknowledge a false one).

and the Western media. The sophisticated use of these

instruments are the strengths of a typical strategic

deception.

To be successful, the deception must not only De

sophisticated, it must of course be accepted by the target.

In other words, the target must adapt or act on the

deception. This success will often depend upon the metnod

by which the deception is employed. Its parent organization

must be organized, coordinated, and able to hold tightly to

its secrets. The deception must be plausible and must

present a variety of confirming sources for the target. The

deception must be adaptable, adjusting to the different ways



that the target might Interpret it. It must have a feedbacK

loop to allow for the adaptablity process. Any Intenti6nal

leaks associated with the deception must not be too large; a

large leak often makes the deception too obvious. Finally,

it must be constructed and employed In such a way that the

target is predisposed to accept it.17

An important point here is that studies by psycnoiog~szs

have suggested a person is most likely to follow his or her

predispositions under two circumstances. First, when the

target is relaxed and does not feel threatened. Secona, if

the target is extremely tense, ready to grasp at any known

quantity it can. If presented with a moderately tense

situation, the target is likely to feel no real time

constraints, therefore it would be more likely to logicaiiy

think out a problem. 1 8

With all of the above in mind, the next step in this

paper is i.) investigate how the Soviet military

establishment has embraced the concept of strategic

decept i on.

7
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CHAFTER 2

SOVIET MILITARY VIEWS ON STRATEGIC DECEPTION

Deception and surprise are no strangers to the Soviet Ott

a:-m,. eeI: mI a w I yrtin-gs are f l ed with s-ories

detailing the fruits of successful aeception campaigns.

During the Great Patriotic War (known in the West as Worla

War Two) it was the successful use of strategic ceception

that paved the way for the eventual victory over the German

army. The decisive campaign centered around Kursk in the

summer of 1943 is an excellent example.

Using intelligence gathered from sources in the highest

positions of the German army, Soviet officals iearnec of the

timne, place, and size of the upcoming German offensive.

This allowed them to develop and deploy forces to counter

the offensive. To their great credit, they were aoie to

mask the enormity of their efforts from the Germans, in

essence, laying a massive trap for them. When the cay of

the offensive arrived, the opening artillery barrage was

Soviet, beginning a full ten minutes before the scheaulea

German one. The Germans were caught off guard, and never

fully recovered from the shock. Their offensive force was

soon trapped In a Soviet meatgrinder and destroyed. This

strategic deception was so decisive that for the remainder

of the war, the German army never again regained the

9 p



strategic Initiative on the Eastern front. 2  It is a smali

wonder %'ith examples such as Kursk the Soviet army emoraces

strategic deception in the manner it coes.

A Doctrine of Deceptlon

When the Soviets define military doctrine, they are

quick to point out that it is a direct reflection of the

principles provided by the CPSU:

Contemporary Soviet military doctrine is a
system of guiding principles and scientifically
grounaed views of the CPSU and Soviet
Government on the essence, character, and
methods of waging a war which might be imposea
on the Soviet Union by imperialists: and on
mi itary aeveIopment ana preparation of the
Armea Forces and the country for defeating
the aggressor.

3

It is interesting to note the military doctrine of

services in the United States armed forces has yet to

emorace "ceception" as a principle of war. 4 The principle

of "surprise" is cited, but there is no principle other tnan

"security" offered as a method of achieving surprise. The

Soviet army not only recognizes "deception" as a valid

tactic, they have integrated it Into their strategic

principles as well. The Soviets have a complete ano

methodical definition for the art of deception:

Strategic cover and deception is accompl ished
upon the decision of the Supreme High Command
and includes a set of measures for security in
preparing strategic operations and campaigns,
and also for disorienting the enemy .4lth respect
to the true intentions and actions of the armeo

10



forces .... Methods for accomplishing cover and
deception Include: concealment, feints,
simulation, and fabrication of information
using communications media, the press, radio
broadcasting, television, etc .... It is emphasized
that cover and deception measures should be
continuous and realistic. 5

As pointed out earlier, the qualities of deception

refered to as realistic and continuous are consicerec

cornerstones in any strategic deception campaign. inceea.

since it is impossible to hide the fact that large forces

are deploying, it is common practice to declare the forces

are "conducting training exercises or maneuvers". This acas

the touch of "realism" to their movement, thereby employ'ing

proven deception techniques. 6  If the exercises go on for

extended periods of time, the target will sooner or later

become, at least to some degree, desensitized to their

presence. The Soviets have evidently embraced this ioea,

realizing the longer and more realistic a deception campaign

is, the more likely the target is to accept it--perhaps as

the "status quo". Recognizing this fact, Western analysts

have recommended that cases of suspected Sc':.it deception

should never be totally closed. Instead, these cases snouio

be reopened at intervals of five years and once again

addressed in depth. 7  But besides being continuous ano

realistic, the method of transmitting the deception is also

addressed in this definition.

The Soviet authors took the time to dwell upon

"fabrication of information" as a method of strategic cover

and deception, perhaps signaling that it should be given

11



special attention. When they explain It involves "spreading

false Information using communications media. etc.", they

are referring to another concept in the Soviet deception

maze, disinformation (dezinformatslya):

Disinformation, a method of cover and deception
consisting of the intentional dissemination of
false information about one's own troops,
groupings, composition, armament, fighting
efficiency, combat operation plans, etc., in
order to mislead the enemy and thereby create
more favorable conditions for achieving success.
Information is fabricated at the strategic ano
operational levels. Communications, radio and
television broadcasting, the press, the release
of false documents, etc., are used in
disinformation .... Greater opportunities at
disinformation appeared with the development
of mass media and communications equipment...

Officers in the Soviet army ace very aware of the

powerful effect the mass media can have upon people.

Military essays often cite "artistic literature, movies, ana

the theater" as being "powerful weapons." 9  In short,

disinformation via the mass media Is a principle of

employment that should be expected from the Soviet army.

Other, more conventional methods of cover and deception

cited in the Soviet definition include "concealment" and

"simulation". Senior Soviet military commanders often find

that the younger commanders In the army have little cr no

appreciation for the Importance of these two methods:

In our opinion, some commanders today minimize

the Importance of deception only because they
do not clearly perceive the capabilities of
enemy reconnaissance systems. As a matter of
fact, large troop contingents cannot be hidden
now. It is possible, however, to mislead the

12
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enemy about the location, size, actions and
intent of friendly forces and weapons, but only
with well conceived deception. 1 0

The ability to conduct successful campaigns of

"strategic cover and deception" and "disinformation' are

considered a necessity if the overall military strategy o4.

the Soviet army, and in that regard the CPSU, is to oe

realized. These principles are obviously a part of what tne

Soviet military calls a "strategic mission."

Strategic Mission, a mission, the accompiishment
of which leads to important or radical changes
in the situation in a theater of military
operations and to the achievement of a strategic
goal, or creates the conditions for its
achievement. 1 1

The sum total of this direction towards cover,

deception, and disinformation as they relate toward the

strategic mission can only be the desire to achieve

surprise. Not only surprise on a local level, tut a

strategic surprise as well.

A Doctrine of Strategic Surprise

One does not have to search very far, or look too deepty

into the writings of Soviet military officers to find

articles on the subject of surprise. They consicer it cne

of the most important principles of military art. Their

commanders are taught the virtues of acting suddenly,

boldly, and decisively, noting that "it is particulariy

important to constantly teach personnel how to covertly

13
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prepare for combat." 1 2  It should not come as a shock that

their definition of "strategic surprise" reflects an

appreciation for the value they place upon this principle:

Strategic surprise may be achieved both at
the start of war (by making use of the enemies
unpreparedness for war, by anticipating him
at the start of active military operations)
and In the conduct of strategic operations
during the war (the unexpected employment
of new means of armed conflict having a
strategic capacity and new modes of strategic
operations, by the skillfull choice of the
sector of the main thrust, by disinformation,
etc.). 1 3

One method the Soviets use to achieve surprise is

through controlled leaks, which Is the exact opposite of the

way most people believe surprise Is achieved. "The

pedestrian textbookish answer to the planning of surprise

attack Is security." 1 4 Through the controlled use of leaks,

the Soviets are attempting to gain an advantage via

deception. The question is--are they employing the "A" type

or the "M" type?

One must suspect that with such an elaborate deception

program In being, the Soviets would be prone to favor "M"

type deceptions. After all these are the most sophisticatea

deceptions, requiring the coordinated use of all available

resources. But perhaps In the past they have labored under

a few false notions concerning the proper orchestration of

an "M" deception. Often their "leaks" were either directed

in reponse to a false interpretation of U.S. policies, or

completely backfired, producing a completely opposite result

14



than he one Intended. The "bomber deception" is a good

example.

During the Aviation Day display in July of 1955, the

Soviets deceived Western observers as to the number of

strategic Intercontinential bombers they had available.

They displayed twenty-seven planes, which appeared in three

flights. The intent was to show the West that their bomoer

strength was sufficient to deter an attack upon their

country. In fact, there were only ten operational

intercontinential bombers in the entire Soviet Union at the

time. The twenty-seven planes shown were actually the same

nine aircraft which were flown over the reviewing stands

three times. The U.S. reaction to this display was to

inflate the estimates of the Soviet strategic capaoilities,

and to start a massive bomber production program of its own.

The Soviets then found themselves spending the next few

years trying to convince the West that bomber production in

Russia had been halted. 1 5 However, despite examples such as

this, the Soviets "cor'Cinue to be obsessed with the false

notion that 'negative' security is the crucial factor in

surprise." 1 6

A Total Packaae

For all its trouble, the Soviet military has managed to

develop something that the United States military has yet to

embrace--a doctrine of deception. Like basic military

doctrine in any country, It is taught to Soviet officers at
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an early stage in their career. They are reminded of its

importance as they progress through the ranks, and they are

expected to be experts at orchestrating It. In order to

support a military deceptlon, the Soviets will employ nct

only cover and concealment, but will use the power of the

mass media as well. Further, their military ceceptions go

oeyond tne scope of local, small scale activities. The

Soviet military is charged with developing strategies in

support of their national objectives, and therefore it

orchestrates deceptions that are totally strategic in

nature.

Soviet Military Doctrine and the CPSU

Just as in the United States, the military establishment

of the Soviet Union is under the control of the government

and hence a tool of the civilian leadership. It is

therefore reasonable to assume that the military strategies

pursued by both of these nations will be a reflection of

their national objectives. As Gen N.V. Ogarkov puts it,

"Military strategy is closely linked to politics, results

from it, and serves It." 1 7 One must therefore conclude that

the surprise invasions of Czechoslovakia in 1968, and

Afgar'stan in 1979 resulted and served the politics of the

CPSU.

Recalling the previously cited remarks Mr Dubcek mace

concerning the invasion of his country, one can see he was

totally shocked by its occurrence. As quoted in the opening
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of this study, he stated he had "no suspicion, no inaication,

that anyone would want to undertake such measures against

us." This statement implies the military deception that tne

Soviet army was able to achieve was out a part of the total

deception orchestrated by the Soviet Union. It goes without j

saying that this statement it true. After all , the Soviet

army serves tn.e oolitics ct the CSU iZ was tne

pol iticians of the Soviet Union that determinec

Czechoslovakia, and later Afghanistan, would De invacea.

The politicians in the Soviet Union were therefore part

of tne aeception. After all, Dubcek hao "no indication' tne

invasion was coming. Logically then, the next step in

-" examining strategic ceception in the Soviet Unron snouii

focus on its political directicn.

I.>-
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CHAPTER 3

SOVIET POLITICAL ASPECTS OF STRATEGIC DECEPTION

The go'.'ernment of the Soviet Union has focused a large

portion of Its t~me and resources on producing an effective

strategic deception organization. At the head of this

organization lies the Politburo, the apex of Soviet

political authority. Serving it are three main actors that

develop, plan, and Implement the various deception campaigns

the CPSU deems necessary. 1 From there the deceptions are

filtered throughout the world, using both the assets of the

Soviet Union, and the unsuspecting assets o other nations.

This chapter will focus on the Soviets' recognition of

the value of strategic deception In the world of politics.
A-

It will then briefly look at the historical root3 of their

deception organization, following its development through

th current structure. Next, it will address the methods

used by the CPSU to transmit its deceptions and finally,

there will be a short summary of the topic presented.

Political Thoughts About Straterc Degeptign

If one was to go to the library with the Idea of

studying the political side of Soviet strategic deception,

one point would become very clear--they do not use the term

""strategic deception." However, that is not to say the
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program does not exist, because it does. What others,

including the Soviet military, call strategic deception, the

Soviet politicians call "active measures" (aktivnyye

meropriatia), "disinformation" (dezinformatsia), and

"reflexive control." Active measures and disinformation are

but the tools used to achieve the desired result, reflexive r
%"

contr-ol .

When the term active measures is used, it refers to tne

i•, coordinated use of all of the resources the pollitcians have

on hand to conduct a deception. While the casual observer

"might suspect the use of all the Soviet political resources

would soon become a bureaucratic nightmare, the opposite

seems to ce tcue. in fact. "one of the most uistirctive

"V "'elements of the concept is the high degree of central

coordination under the dciect contral of the Politouro ano

the CPSU apparatus.2' 2

Just as with any tool of deception, active measures are

tailored to and directed at a specific target. In this

regard, they may entail "Influencing trie policles of another,

government, undermining confidence In its leaders anc

Inatitutions, d Isrupting relations bet ween or.her naLions,

and discrediting ancd weakening governmental and

non-governmental oppoa;ents."13  The enploymrnt of these

measures may b? both overt and covert.

Disir.format ion can be thought cf as a part of active

"measures, but actua'ly disinformation io what active

y.W"a" 1.9 •••,•••:.C•o'" ''• .• •,,. ""•x,•' ,• ,','4"" """"" "" "•.•". . " '"" '"' " '. . "•



measures seek to disseminate. It is usually the basis of

the deception campaign. As stated in a KGB training manual:

Strategic disinformation assists In the execution

of State tasks, and is directed at misleading the
enemy concerning the basic questions of the State
pol icy, the military-economic status, and thescientific-technical achievement of the Soviet

Union; the policy of certain Imperial ist states
with respect to each other and to other countries;
and the specific counterintelligence tasks of
the organs of State Security .... Dislnforming on
strategic matters falls within the jurisdiction
of the government, the appropriate ministries
and committees, and the high conimmand of the
country's armed forces. The organs of State
Security constantly render assistance to the
other departments on this matter....4

If one compares the KGB's definition of dlsinforma:.c2

with that of the Soviet miiitary's, parallels can easiiy ce

drawn. Where onr: speaks about "troops, groupings, and

combat plans," the other addresses "State policy, the

military-economic status, and scientific-technical

achievement" Both communities wish to mislead their

targets on these points, and where one speaks of using

"radio and television broadcasting, the press, etc.," the

other would employ "the appropriate ministries and

committees, and the high command of the country's acmecl

forces." Wh1le the reference to mln ,stries aria cormruittees

will be aiscussed in detdil later, taken with tne reference

to the military high command, it shows the level of

coordination that is used In the structure of active
Y.

measures.
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Finally, the term "reflexive control" needs to be

addressed. As was stated In the general discussion of

deception in Chapter One, the goal of a deception is to

Induce the leadership of the target, be it a nation, group

of nations, or a group within the nation, to make a decision

which 1s unfavorable to Its national objectives. Soviet

writers have essentiallY tne same def:;izkon wnen -hey :,r. Ie
that it is "the process of one of the sices giving reasons

. to the enemy from which he can logically infer his own

decision, predeterminod by the first side.' 5 This is what

they call "reflexive control," and represents the goal of

thei: active measures and disinformation.
"p,

The next step in this discussion will be to looK at the

structure that comprises the active measures, the ministries

and the committees. As one would probably guess, they were -.

"not ceveloped overnight. While it is impossiDie to

determine exactly when they were created, they have tneir

coots in Department D of the KGB which was created in 195%.

The Roots of Soviet Political Deception

The Soviet political deception apparatus, while in

itself fairly new, has bureaucratic roots extending into the

early post-Stalin era. Three main bodies evolved from that

period Into the three committees that exist today. As is

the case with most Soviet committees, each has its own

separate Soals, and boundaries.

21
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The first body to be addressed Is today refered to by

the Soviets as the International Department (ID) of the CPSU

Central Committee. This department is rooted In the Third

International, or Cormmintern which was dissolved by Stalin

In 1943. When disbanded, most of the Comnmintern's functions
r

were reassigned to other bodies. The Central Committee

acquired the responsibility for the Foreign Affairs
SDepartment, thus continuing the Lenin's mission of using

political warfare In foreign policy. In 1957 this

department was subdivided into three departments: the

Department for Relations with Communist and Workers Parties

of Socialist Countries; the Department for Cadres Abroad;

and the International Department. It Is the ID, whose role

Is to deal In the relations with non-ruling Conmnunist

Partie,., that plays a key role in the Soviet deception

campaigns. 6  The ID Is used to coordinate and review Inputs

on foreign policy from the various bodies and "think-tanks"

In the Soviet governemnt. It coordinates active measures

with Its sister dlepartments In other communist countries, as

well as those with:

non-rul Ing Communist Parties, revolutionary
movements, major international fronts, and
national liberation movements throughout
the world. Moreover, the ID has responsibilIty
for operating a number of clandestine radios
that broadcast to the non-communist world.'" 7

Table 3-1 presents a partial list of the clandestine radios

that have been linked directly to the ID. It Is these

clandestine radios, together with Soviet front

22 -
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organizations, that provide the actual deception power of
1.'

the ID.

RADIO LOATO FIRST/LAST MNOIiTOR F

Radio Espana USSR, later Romania 1941/1975
(To Spain)

Oggi Several East European 1950/1971
(T1 Italy) countries

Deutscher East Germany 1956/1972
Freiheitssenaer 904
(To West Germany)

Raoio Peyke-e USSR 1957/1976
(To Iran)

Our Raoio Romania, later East 1958/present X Ne
(To Turkey) Germany

Voice of Truth Romania, later East 1958/75
(Greece) Germany

Deutscner East Germany 1960/1972
Sol oatensender
(To West Germany)

Taole 3-1, Cianoestine Radio StationsO

Accorcing to the CIA, the ID is in close contact witn over

70 pro-Soviet organizations world-wide. 9

The next department to be discussed is the international

Information Department (1ID), whose role is to oisseminate

overt propaganda. Its roots lay in a pre-1978 booy known as

the Department of Agitation and Propaganda. At the heignz J
of ts "ower, this oepartment controlie3 most of "he Soviez

propaganca activities and suFervised the Committee on tne

Press, the Committee on Rad;o Broadcasting and Teievision,

23
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and the Committe on Cinematography. 1 0 When this department

"was reorganized In 1978, it:

signaled the top leadership's desire to place
even greater emphasis on the role of propaganda
In Soviet foreign policy and to increase
centralized control and coordination over the
entire Soviet propaganda network, ensuring that
the network Is fully responsive to the demands
of top policymakers and can be quickly mobilized
to disseminate selected propaganda themes on a
world-wide basis. 1 1

SToday, the 110 contro ls the fore ign operations of TASS ,

Novosti, periodicals and books sent abroad, International

radio broadcasting, and embassy information departments. 1 2

The final body to De examined Is also the oioest. The

KGB has served the CPSU since 1917, when it was known as tne

Cheka. Over the years its designation changed to tne GPU,

OGPU, GUGB/NKVD, NKGB, MGB, and finally in 1954, the KGB.

It Is the KGB that bears the covert load of Soviet cecepzion

campaigns. Initially, a special department within the KGB,

Department D, was created to handle the tasks of covert

disinformation. 1 3 This department was later upgradea to

Service A (activnyye meropriatla) of the First Chief

Directorate. 1 4 Through the use of covert agents, ana agents

of influence, Service A Inserts Soviet propaganda and

disinformation Into the various media in the West.

Political Methods of Transmitting a Deception

It is not hard to imagine the potential of the ID, lID,

and Service A of the KGB. With organizations such as these,
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all the prerequisites for a successful strategic deception

can easily be satisfied. The front organizations of the ID

can determine the predispcsltlon of a target to a particuiar

deception, the 1ID and covert agents in Service A can

disseminate It, and other agents of the KGB can provide the

feed-back, directing a refocus where required.

The front organi:ations of the ID are often aovertisea

in their home nations as groups that are associatec with

non-communist goals. Due In large part to this, they are

often more operationally useful to the Soviets than open

Communist sympathizers. 1 5 Often they have names which

appeal to the Western sense of peace and freeaom, out will

always mirror Soviet campaigns on disarmament, peace

offensives, and portrayal of Western imperialism in the

Third World. In doing so they "spread Soviet propaganda

themes and create a false impression of public support for

the foreign policies of the Soviet Union. 1 6 The most

notable front organizations are the World Peace Council, The

International institute for Peace, the World Feaecation of

Trade Unions, The International Federation of Scientific

Workers, the International Organization of Journalists. ana

the Christian Peace Council. 1 7 The themes they mirror have

their origins in the lID.

The lID will often use "impregnational propaganaa' to

achieve its goal of deceiving the target. Impregnational

propaganda simply "strives to Impregnate the audience with

good will toward a certain propaganda source, to arouse

25
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their interest and provoke their curiosity." 1 8 Using this

type of tactic, the deception tenets which call for a

long-term and plausible story are filled. TASS, Pravaa. ana

The New Times are often used as sources for many mea~a

stories throughout the world, thus providing the Soviets

with a propaganda input of immense power. Often these

stories d.ii fail to c.ze a source or quote a Western source

out of context. At times the stories will appear to one

group as outrageous, while seeming completely plausible to

others.

A perfect example is a TASS story publishea in

Afghanistan in 1980, and targeted at the Afghan people. The

story accused CBS coresponaent Dan Rather, while visiting

Afghanistan in March of 1980, of participating in the muraer

of three Afghan villagers. According to TASS:

Precisely at that time, the thugs from the Tor
Padsha gang attacked the village of Fateabad.
seizing three workers cleaning an irrigation
canal. The workers were taken to the village
square ano here one of the U.S, newsmen (Dan
Rather] took charge, ordering the bandits first
to stone the captives and then to cut off their
heads. The whole bloody sequence was photographec
and filmed by the Americans. 1 9

While the Afghan audierce might well accept this story at

face value, one can hardly imagine a right-wing audience in

the U.S. buying any story that portrays Dan Rather as an

anti-communist murderer!

Finally, the KGB is used in covert operations to insect

the basics of a strategic decept'on into the media. Their
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main tools are covert, or falsely attributed propaganda.

agent of influence operations, forgeries, and, on some

occasions, paramilitary assistance. 2 0  If their goal is to

manipulate the foreign media, then covert propaganda, agents

of influence, and forgeries are perfect weapons. Agents of

influence appear to hold a special place in the strategy of

Service A. They are defined as:

a person who uses his or her position, influence.
power, and credibility to promote the objectives
of a foreign power in ways unattributable to that
power. Influence operations may be carriec out by
controlled agents (persons who are recruited, ana
advance the interests of a foreign power in response
to specific orders); "trusted contacts" (persons
who consciously collaborate to advance the oojectives
of a foreign power, but who are not formaily
recruited and controlled); and unwitting out

manipulated individuals.21

According to the CIA, the KGB has officers that

specialize in developing strong personal friendships with

leaders of various Western economic, political and media

organizations. This type of relationship is attractive to

some Westerners because it allows them to collaborate only

on issues of mutual interests, while letting the individuai

retain his integrity on other matters. 2 2 The KGB has also

been directed by top CPSU leadership to develop agents of

influence among "prominent writers, scientists, trace

unionists, nationalists, and religious leaders." 2 3 An

excellent example of successful development by the KGB of an

agent of Influence (and evidently an unwitting one) appears

on the pages of a 1967 W shington Post, in a story titled
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"Secret Police Shift to 'Soft Sell' for Undermining West".

Note at the time, Service A was still known as Departmert D:

It is all very difficult. In a sense, what the
KGB causes to be said Is often true. Many of the
more sophisticated employees of Section (Department]
D are deeply attracted to the West. Some, personally
known to me, are almost certainly at odas with the
rigidities and the bleak authoritarianism of the
system they are paid to uphold. 2 4

With the examination of Service A, the look into the

political aspects of strategic deception is complete,

requiring only a brief summary into what has been covered.

Political Deceotion in Summary

The Soviets have obviously developed an excellent

machine to respond to political requirements for aecepticn.

When one refers back to the general aeception discussion

found in Chapter One, immediately apparent is the degree to

which the Soviets have adhered to deception's theoretical

basis. They have a strong, coordinated, and responsive

system that tends to compliment itself and thrives or

bureaucratic imperative. The actual organization is

depicted in figure 3-2.
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II Soviet Organizational Structure for Active Measures

International ---------- International Dept --------- Service A
Information Dept (lID) (ID) (KGB)

I I I
III

*TASS & Novosti *Non-ruling Foreign *Covert Propaganca
*Internaticnal Communist Parties *Foryeries
Racios (e.g. Racio *International Front ,D*sinforrazicn
".Moscow) Organizations *Agent-of--nr-uence

*Prestige Pulication *National Front Cperations
(e.g. Pravda) Organizations (e.g. *Manipuiat'on of Foreign

*Periodicals & Books U.S. Peace Council) Media Assets
(e.g. New Times) *Clandestine Radios *Paramilitary Assistance

*Embassy Information *Acaoemy of Sciences

Figure 3-225

When the CPSU decides a strategic deception is in its

best interests, the political and military apparatus negin

to move in a coordinated fashion. Together they have

proauced textbook results, as will be seen in future

chapters. What is needed now however, is for the pieces o:

the deception puzzle to be placed together to form a "mocel'

on which their deception can be laid.
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CHAPTER 4

A MODEL OF SOVIET DECEPTION

The goal of this chapter is to construct the

"life-cycle" of a theoretical Soviet strategic reception.

To accomplish this, a model of a Soviet deception will oe

constructed. The model will be based on information

obtained In the first three chapters of this stuoy. The

first step of this portion of the study will be to estaciisn

why and when the CPSU might feel a strategic aeception is

warranted. Next, the actual mechanics of tnis nctionai

deception will be addressed, concentrating on how the Soviet

bureaucracy would respond to the requirement. Finaiiy,

there will be a summary which will present the theoretical

model.

A Need For Strategqic Deception

The Soviet Union enjoys a position as one of the two

leading superpowers In the world today. Like any other

nation, it has national objectives which it deems vital to

its existence. 1  However, unlike most other nations, the

Soviet Union has the power to accompiish almost any tasK it

sees fit to undertake. Her political power is broad,

reaching into every hemisphere and continent. Her military

power is equally as broad, with naval and lancing rignts in
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many strategic areas. 2 Why then would such a powerful

nat'on require strategic deception to be added in Its

repeto.re as an Instrument of policy? As cited in Chapter

One, the foremost condition where a strategic deception

might be found is in:

a high-stake situation where outcomes are
critical and every option must be employed
to ensure victory or stave off defeat. 3

Examples of specific high-stake situations will be

provided in Chapter 5. It can be assumed, however, that a

typical situation requiring the use of a strategic deception

would be one where the leadership of the Soviet Union feels

its vital interests are threatened. Next, one must remember

that an exact targ-t must be decided on, and a specific

deception scenario for It developed.

The Target and Scenario

As pointed out In Chapter One, the purpose of aV

deception Is to compel the target to make a decision which

Is not In Its own Interests. On the strategic level, the

target will probably be either the leader, or within the

upper leadership level of a nation. This type of target

will receive information from a variety of sources in order

to make what it feels to be the correct decision. Inputs

are generally received from contacts in international

politics, domestic politics, the target's inttlligence

assets, and the domestic and foreign media. It is these

31
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types of Input sources that the CPSU would use to insert its

deception. Its tools would be the lID, ID, KGB, and the

Soviet Military.

The deception Itself is, as mentioned In Chapter One,

developed much like a play. The lID, ID, KGB, and military

Lould fill the roles of advertising director. backgrouna

casting, critics, and stunt men. The deception would worCK

into all the above mentioned sources, those ýhe target woula

use to make his decision. By flooding the target with oogus r

information on all quadrants, eventually his perception of

reality will likely alter in favor of the CPSU.

Information the target receives from international

politics wili De biaseo by numerous deception inputs. The

lID can use Soviet embassies, in both the target nation an"

nations worlo-wide, as an offical forum for its aeception.

This conveys to the target at least a certain degree of

authenticity to the story. In addition, the lID can insert

the story into news articles in various Soviet publications.

One should expect TASS, Pravda, and New Times to mirror the

story. These punlictions will also provide the sources for

otrer publications to develop their own newslines. One

should remember that TASS and Pravda are often quotea not

only in Western newspapers and broadcasts, but in newspapers

and broadcasts of nations throughout the world.

International politics can also reflect the proper use of

International communist front organizations. Quite often a

vocal group, sponsored by the CPSU, ,"ill appear In a foreign

12
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nation. Using this forum, the ID can lend the deception

even more credibility by hihowing it to be taken as fact 'by

these groups. Finally, the KGB through covert propaganda,

disinformation, and agents of influence can make the

deception appear to run deep into the fabric of

International politics.

Domestic politics will, of course, respond to

International inputs. National front organizations,

controlled by the ID, can serve as excellent vehicles to

convey the story. The ID can also use clandestine radio

stations to broadcast the story directly to the people. As

in the international arena, the KGB can employ

disinformation, covert propaganda, and agents of Influence

to convey the story, and help manipulate the situation.

The media of the target nation, plus nations world-wide,

play a tremendous role. Here the lID, ID, and KGB can all

concentrate their efforts to control or manipulate the story

into the media. Not only will the media effect directly

what the target perceives, but it will effect the

perceptions of those in the international and domestic arena

as well.

The target's intelligence organization would probably be

influenced by all of the above. Even if it were able to

weed out the deception storyllne from the truth, some

confusion by the target might result. Its intelligence

agency would tell him one thing, and all Its other receptors
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something else. The worst case for the CPSU would then

become the "A" type (ambiguity) deception.

In summary, the CPSU has the capability to bias

pratically all t•e receptors the target would use to maKe

its decision. Recalling the earlier description of the lID,

ID, and KGB, one must remember of special note was the way

ali these agencies coordinated their actions. It is

reasonable to expect at least Some continuity In the

storyline from historical sources can be found all arouna

the world.

The Military Deception

If the CPSU has decided to employ its military

capability in the course of the deception, it too should

follow a predictable pattern. After all. It wouio be hard

to mask the large scale movement of men and equipment neecec

to support a strategic type mission. The Soviet military

realizes this, and as described In Chapter Two. w•1I prcauce

Its own strategic cover and deception to mask Its true

itrategic mission.

"Recalilng the military doctrine of deception, It is

reasonable to expect the Soviets to desensitize the target

to the military actions. This van be done in some cases by

concea'merit. If, however, massive strength will be brought

into ev ntual play, some other form must be used to explain

their prepositioning. This can be accomplished with the
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coordinated use of disinformation, simulation, and

exercises.

The idea is to exercise along the eventual lines the

military would actually employ, using disinformation to

explain their actions. Since one might reasonably expect

the target to be weary of such actions, (even though they

were explained by the disinformation campaign) these

exercises would probably continue for an extended period of

time.4 The effect of this would be to condition the target

to the actions of the military, in the long run causing him

less concern.

It follows that lID, ID, and KGB would use all of Its

sources, In a coordinated fashion, to help explain the

military preparations. Once the military Is actually used,

their first target, according to previously cited

information, should be the various commnunication facilities

in the target country. The lID with Its own international

broadcasting capability, the ID with Its clandestine

broadcasting capability, and the KGB with its agent of

influence capability, can all serve to fill in the vold

created by the loss of the targets own broadcasting

capability.

In summary, the Soviets' have built a model for the West

to use to predict and follow a CPSU strategic deception.
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Figure 4-1 represents a graphic portrayal of the

theorectical Soviet strategic deception model. This section

will provide a brief description of what it displays.

At the top is the CPSU Politburo, which will make the

decision to employ a deception. This feeds directly to the

CPSU Secretariat, who will inform, direct, and coordinate

the bureaucracy as it develops and employs the deception.

The Secretariat directs the IID, ID, KGB, and military in

the deception. From them flow a large number of lines which

represent the deception in the fucm of storylines carried by

politicians, periodicals, broadcasts, front organizations,

agents of influence, etc. As these lines progress through

various filters, the domestic and international media, front

organizations, domestic and international reaction etc.,

some lines are dropped. This is a result of the KGB

feedback loop, present at every level, which provides the

Secretariat with Information from which he can orchestrate

ana focus the deception. Storyllnes that prove unsuccessful

are dropped, and those that prove acceptable are enhanced.

As a result, by the time the deception filters down to

the target, it is confronted with a coordinated, and
m7

coherent story which is present in all his receptors. The

CPSU has stacked the cards in their favor. All that remains

Is for the target to make his decision.
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If the deception goes as planned, the target will make a
choice which is not In his best Interests. For exampie, he

might choose not to place his military forces on alert, or

not to challenge the Soviet actions publicly, an action

which might rally popular support. In doing so, he will

lower the costs the CPSU will incur when they eventually

spring their deception trap shut.

All that remains now is to examine two classic cases

where the CPSU successfully employed strategic deception as

a part of their foreign policy.

.0
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CHAPTER 5

THE 1968 SOVIET INVASION OF CZECHOSLOVAKIA

The aim of this section Is threefold. First it will

provide a brief overview of the events as they existed In

Czechoslovakia prior to the Soviet invasion. Next, It will

identify two policies the Soviets employed to achieve their

goals with Czechoslovakia, the formal policy and the back-up

invasion. Finally, It will examine the indicators

Alexander Dubcek had available to indicate a Soviet invasion

was Imminent.

The first half of I -w was a time that has been called

the "Czechoslovakian Spring." A new regime had come to

power in Czechoslovakia, replacing the old, conservative
watch of Antonin Novotny. Novotny had been the First

Secretary of the Czechoslovak Conmnunist Party since

September 1953. Under his leadership the government had

developed into a:

rigid, centralized bureaucratic system
controlled by a small group of Communist Party
politicians; Its foreign policy slavishly
followed Moscow's Instructions; its secret
police all powerful; its economy stagnant,
and the majority of people apathetic toward
public affairs.I
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Novotny kept Stallnism intact in his country, long after

the Soviet Union had modified it In their own government.

His policies were characterized by half measures and

ambiguity, leading eventually to general dissatisfaction ano

disillusionment in him. 2  Finally, in 1965, the Central

Committee approved some general economic reforms, which Lr
produced strong criticism from party conservatives. Usualiy

timid, this time the party liberals stood their ground,

demanding the changes. In a speech given to the 13th Party

Congress In June 19E6, Dr Ota Slk, the author of the

reforms, stated:

Conditions must be created in which, if somebody
comes up with an idea...that differs from the
views of the top official, his initiative will
not be doomed from the outset. It is not enough
to say that such initiatives are allowed and
that nobody can be victimized. So far, people's
experience has been different, ana it is
experience that counts, not words. 3

The introduction of mass media to Czechoslovakia seemed

to have a fair share In the eventual demise of Novotny. it

was television that allowed people to actually see their

leadership in action for the first time. Unfortunately, the

leaders were unaware of the image they created of themselves

as they stood erect In front of the cameras, reading turgid

lectures at great length. It was this same media which

allowed a few unknown, but dynamic and sincere men to step

Into the picture for the first time. 4 These new faces, many

of them liberal, grew In power. By the fall of 1967 they

attempted to replace Novotny with elections.
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Alexander Dubcek, the First Secretary of the Slovak

Communist Party since 1963, appeared to be a choice

I. acceptable to both conservatives and liberals. The

conservatives considered him "somewhat timid", a man of

compromise that could probably be manipulated. 5  So it was,

on 5 January 1968, Dubcek assumed the positon of First

Secretary of the Czechoslovak Communist Party.

Novotny held on to the position of President untii 22

March 1968, when he was replaced by Luavik Svoooaa.

Svoboda, whose name means "freedom" in the Czech ianguage,
was a hero of the Secono World War--a man much acnicea in

his country. in addition, he had been elected to his

position by a secret ballot, the first time such an event

had occurred in the National Assembly. 6

Under their leadership bold moves were made. in a

speech given to celebrate the twentieth anniversary of the

communist coup in Czechoslovakia, attended Dy Leonid

Brezhnev, Dubcek declared that "everything must be really

and thoroughly changed." 7 The gauntlet had been thrown

down!

Mr Dubcek saw the most important task in front of him

was revival of the economy, something that seemea to him

only possible as part of a larger, more general program ot

democratization. It was this process of democratization iii

which lay:

an extraordinary balance between spontaneity and
control, which In the context In which the governmený
had to operate, must rank as one of the great
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political achievements of modern history....With
the moving and unassuming eloquence which came to
characterize his style of government, Mr Dubcek
described it as "Sccialism with a human face.' 8

Heis pluralistic "Socialism with a human face" was Du•it

Into the "Action Program" and accepted In April 1968.

Concentrating on domestic politics, it allowed greater r

intraparty democracy; granted more autonomy to state

bureaucracies, the other political parties, ana the

Parliament; restored civil rights (e.g., freedom of assemoiy

and association) and a more vigorous continuation of

political rehabilitation; restored the national rights of

ethnic minorities; and directed economic reform. Duocek

also permitted the establishment of several new political

clubs, and eventually abolished censorship. "In foreign

affairs, the Dubcek leadership pledged in the Action Program

to pursue more independent policies -- but only policies

that followed the interests of the Warsaw Pact n general

and those of the USSR in pacticular." 9

While these events were taking shape, the conservatives

In the Communist Parties of the Soviet Union, East Germany,

Poland. Hungary, and Bulgaria were beginning to express

doubts towards the DubceK regime. On March 26, a conference

of five Warsaw Pact states was called to deliberate the

Czech problem. The two fiercest guardians of dogmratism and

orthodoxy, Walter Ulbricht and Wladyslaw Gomulka, led the

attacks on the Czechs. warning of the dangers of freedom of

the press and revisionism. 1 0
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So far as Ulbricht and Gomulka were concerned,
the Czechoslovak virus had begun to spread
beyond the frontier of the Republic. Not long
before, large student demonstrations had been
held in Poland and meetings of writers had
protested Polish censorship. The students'
slogan, 'All Poland awaits its Dubcek,' must
still have rung In Gomulka's ears, in spite
of the fact that the protest had been bloodily
suppressed by police and mobilized detachments
of the Party. 1 1

For her part, the Soviet Union, while at first not

openly critical of the Czech plans for economic and

political reforms, also became increasingly alarmed.

Eventually they condemned the ideas of pluralism and the

so-called anti-social'ist forces, representea Dy poiiticai

clubs and non-communist parties, and especially Dy tne mass

media.12

Other major reforms were anathema to the Soviet
leadership: a real democratization of the party,
revising the dogma of democratic centralism;
market socialism with enterprise autonomy ana
workers participation; freedom of the press ana
of expression In general; full rehabilitation,
condemnation of the guilty, and genuine legality;
and autonomy of action in foreign relations.
Finally, there (were) the...plans for legal reform
and safeguards for human rights. 1 3

The Soviets also feared the "virus" would spread into

the USSR. Certain segments of their population, the

nationalities and the intelligentsia, were at once attracteo

to these reforms. Of particular concern to the Soviets was

the reaction of the Ukrainian nationals, youth, students,

and Catholics. After all, prior to World War II many Dorcer
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regions, Including Transcarpathia, had once been part of

Czechoslovakla. 14

Finally, the Soviets feared an attempt by the West to

neutralize the buffering effect Czechoslovakia providea the

USSR from NATO. Since Czarist times the Russians haa sougnt

to create a natural barrier for their nation against

invasion from the West. The Yalta Conference haa provicec

them the legal means, and they were not about to give it

uP. 1 5 As Soviet leader Breznev commented to the Czech

Politburo following the invasion:

We in the Kremlin came to the conclusion that
we coul-d not depend on you any longer. You do
what you feel like in domestic politics, even
things that displease us, and you are not open
to positive suggestions. But your country
lies on territory where the Soviet soldier
trod in the Second World War. We bought that
territory at the cost of enormous sacrifices,
and we shall never leave it. The Dorders of
that area are our borders as well. Because
You do not listen to us, we feel threatened.16

The Soviets heard the pleas to do something from their

allies in the Warsaw Pact. They also felt the neeo to act

themselves. They obviously considered this a high-stake

situation where the outcomes were critical, requiring every

option be employed to ensure victory and stave off aefeat.

The Sovlet Options

It is evident the Soviets took two approaches to the

Czech problem. The first, and foremost of these was their

diploniatic efforts to turn the Czech reforms around. These
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efforts included all the political actions one might expect

any nation to conduct. Shadowing these diplomatic efforts

however, were the preparations for a Sovi:et armea

intervention.

The exact date a military option was first given serious

consideration may never be known. Some writers put the Cate

in March, at the time of general Svoboda's electicn as

President. However most historians put the date somewhere

in May. The U.S. Departments of State and Defense, as well

as the Foreign Ministries of Britian ana West Germany a!

concluded independently that invasion preparations oegan in

May. Additionally, during May a leaked East German memo

claimea the Czechs to be guilty of treason ano that it r.as

the duty of the Warsaw Pact nations to intervene in ner

affairs.17

Given that preparations to invaae CzechoslovaLia oegan

in May, the next step is to examine the actual actions tnat

surrounded the invasion.

The Deception

In May, anonymous pamphlets and letters began to

proliferate. They appeared on the doors of ouilaings,

telephone booths and poles, and each had the same

salutation, and each had no signature:

Dear friends and comrades!
We workers, Communists, exhort you to fulfill

your civic responsibilities to the socialist
state! We are warning you against the revisionist
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group which has penetrated th. Party and 3tat-
apparatus and which, with the help of the
press, radio, television, films, and literature,
is demoralizing the people. This group stands
Intellectually against the workers and seeks
to put an end to the leading role of the working
class, to liquidate the Party as a whole, and
thus deliver a death blow to the socialist
achievements of the Czechs and Slovaks.

Put and end to unrestrained discussion, stamp
out the screechers and careerists! 1 8

One of the main storylines in the Soviet deception

campaign involved accusations that the L.S. ano West Germans

were planning on an active intervention themselves in

Czechoslovakia. This story seemeo plausible in light of the

policy of Ostpolitik that West Germany was preoccupiea w!tn

at the time. The "German threat" became a "major ana

increasingly important theme for the public expression of

concern over the reform movement in Prague." 1 9 As far as

the Soviets and Warsaw Pact nations (other than

Czechoslovakia) were concerned, this alone was cuuse to

increase locdl security. The "proof" of dangerous U.S. aria

West German intentions developed as the acceptance of the

storyline increased.

Some attempts to manufacture proof were total failures.

For example, the East German paper Berliner ZeitunQ ran a

story on 9 May which reported American and West German

units, supported by armored vehicles, were operating on

Czech territory. As It turned out, the "units" were part of

a film crew which was making a film about the battle of

Remagen from World War Two! 2 1 Still, it was announcea in
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Prague on 24 May that "Warsaw Pact command staff exercises

would be held in Czechoslovakia in June." 2 0

More "proof" of the West's true intentions appeared on

12 July, two days before a scheduled meeting of Warsaw Pact

leader (a meeting called to discuss the problems in

Czechoslovakia). Acting on an anonymous tip, members of the

Sokolovsko district security department found a hidden cache

of weapons In an Isolated area. According to Ladlsav

Dittman, a member of the Czech secret police who defected to

the West as a result of the 1968 Invasion, the Soviet KGB

had hidden the weapons and then provided the Sokolovsko

department with the tip as part of the deception campaign:

Security employees Indeed found a store of
weapons at the designated place, Including
twenty Thompson submachine guns, caliber
ii.43mm; thiry-five full chambers, each with

twenty-one cartridges; 756 machine gun cartridges
in metal boxes; and thirty Walter pistols,
cali ber 7.65mm. This sinall arsenal was packed
In five knapsacks with the English Inscription
'NORD-WEST-ORAIL-PACK" stamped in white with
an Illegible text and the year of production
1968... 2

So intense did the anti-West German rhetoric become,

that eventually West German army maneuvers, code named

"Black Lion" and scheduled to take place In September on her

eastern frontiers, was shifted away from the Czech border. 2 3

On May 14 a Soviet military delegation visited Prague on

a fact-finding tour. Leading this visit were Marshals Konev

and Moskalenko. These men denounced West German revanchism,

promising that the USSR would always defend her allies.
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Marshal Moskalenko was also quoted by Prague radl and

television as stating that the USSR would "not Interfere in

the internal aftairs of Czechoslovakia." 2 4 Soon after this,

Soviet tanks would enter Czechoslovakia,-begining what woula

be prolonged exercises.

Soviet troops first rolled on to Czech soil on 4 June,

being sighted near Hranice, Moravia. On 5 June a

ninety-vehicle Soviet convoy crossed from Moravia into

Bohemia, bound for a station twenty miles north of Prague.

Yet on 7 June, General Cepicky told the Bratislava Pravda

that there were no Soviet tanks then on Czech soi1! 2 5

Soviet troops would not leave CzechoslovaKia again. The

numbers kept on increasing, as did the deception. For

example, following the Bratlslava conference on 3 August,

the Soviets pledged to remove all Warsaw Pact forces from

Czech terrltory--an event which has yet to occur! 2 6 The

Soviets marshalled their military assets in a continuing

series of exercises code named "Sky Shield", an air defense

exercise, and "Nemen", a logistics exercise. Of note,

during "Nemen", which began on 23 July , the locus of

command was shifted from the Warsaw Pact High Command to tne

Soviet Ministry of Defense. 2 7 While the Soviet military

prepared their own troops for the invasion, they set aoout

to insure the Czech army was in no way able to resist the

coming storm.

During the Warsaw Pact Exercises, the Soviet General

Staff loweved the Czech fue] and ammunition supplies, citing
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that they were needed by East German troops engaged In the

exercises. Further, on 19 August, Just prior to the

invasion, the Warsaw Pact Command had the Czech military

commanders agree to conduct their own exercises in the

western part of Czechoslovakia. This move insured the

invading forces would meet with little opposition. 2 8 In an

article titled "Czechs Foil Escape of East Germans to the

West", a TJ!M correspondent claimed C~ech attention had

already been focused there by the Soviete as a result of the

previous West German Intrigues. 2 9

Finally, as the last preparations for the Invasion were

being made, the Soviets, using assets from "Sky Shield".

attempted to jam NATO's long-range radar sites covering East

Europe. These last minute moves which spanned 17-20 August,

i nvol ved:

heavy concentrations of flights over Poland,
large-scale refuelings in Leningrad of Military
transports (which were lifting the Soviet
airborne division Into Prague on the night of
August 20), and the alert of the Soviet Strategic
Rocket Forces. 3 0

Perhaps It was massive Soviet air activity which caused

the problems experienced by English tourists as the Times

reported In a 20 August article titled "Russian promise Jet

for stranded tourists". (note that the Invasion would be

reported on the 21st):

A chartered aircraft of the Russian state
airline, Aeroflot, which should have collected
them (the tourists] at Gatwick on Saturday,
did not arrive.
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In London, Aeroflot said there had been
"some misunderstanding' between the airline
ah~d the tourist agency organizing the
holilay.

3 1

The length and scope of the prolonged Warsaw Pact and

Soviet Military exercises in and around Czechoslovakia

served two purposes. First, it allowed the Soviets to

prepare for the invasion under the guise of maneuvers.

Second, and just as important, it had a desensitizing effect

on the Czech leadership. It was this desensitization that

leo the Czechs to approve the sending of their own forces to

the far western frontier of their country--at a time wnen

they were needed most in Prague! A

DuDCek's own intelligence organization apparenziy nao no

warning of the impending Invasion. 3 2 There are indications

that even If they had warned Dubcek, he would have

disregarded them in light of the false arms cache they haa

previously produced. 3 3

On th? domestic and International political scene,

Dubcek was receiving a number of conflicting inputs. On one

hand there was his own party, which by July was running

towards reform at full speed. As more reforms tooK place,

more reforms were demanded. Intellectuals encouraged the

people not to:

think as a Czech or a Slovak, but consider
yourself a European. The world will sooner
adapt to Europe (where Eastern Europe belongs)
than to fourteen million Czechs and Slovaks.
You live neither in America nor in the
Soviet Union; you live in Europe. 3 4
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Dubcek tried to slow his party's reform down in the face

of increasing political pressure from Moscow. A

Washinaton Post article, titled "Soviets Hit Czechs on Party

Role", described Moscow's anger with the Czechs over two

incidents. The first, described by Pravda as a "noisy,

rock-throwin- melee", was a demonstration which took place

In front of the Communist Party Central Committee ouiloing

on 8 August. The second item was a letter reportedly
written to the Soviet Union by ninety (out of three

thousand) Czech auto workers, which pleaded with the CPSU to

send troops to Czechoslovakia to stop the reforms.35 This

group of "black sheep" was immediately expelled from the

Czech Communist Party by the other members of their cells.'6

The auto workers seemed to be one of the many communist

organizations that openly sided with the CPSU on the issue

of reforms. One of the others was the French Communist

Party whose leader, Waldeck Rochet, traveled to Moscow for

talks, and then to Prague. While in Prague he held ta!Ks

with Dubcek where he discussed his fear of "a rupture of the

Czechoslovak and Soviet parties..."1 3 7 Eventually,

thirty-five parties, including the North American Communist

Party, would go on record as in favor of invasion.

Eighteen, including China, would oppose it. 3 8

As the invasion drew closer, one of Dubcek's most

outspoken opponents suddenly shifted his attitude towards

him. A 14 August New York Times article titled "Ulbricht

Bows to Czechs" noted that "Ulbricht has abruptly switchea
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to a policy of cautious reconciliation towards

Czechoslovakia..."39 Less than seven days later, Ulbricht-s

troops would be among those occupying Czech soil.

The Soviet media never made this switch in policy. in

fact, they offered an almost constant barrage of attacks on

the Czechs during this period. In May, Moscow radio

increased the number of its Czech language radio Droaccasts,

and the number of attacks from the press increased.40 These

attacks, as previously mentioned, centered on the obvious

intentions of West Germany and the U.S. to take advantage of

the revisionist elements in Czechoslovakia and start a

counter-revolution. This meoia rhetoric would lay the

foundations for the rational which later justified the

actual invasion.

The invasion

On 16 August, members of the CPSU Politburo were

hurriedly called back from their vacations to attend a

secret meeting. Many historians point to this meeting as

the forum where the final decision to Invade was made. On

18 August, members of the CPSU met with the leaders of the

Warsaw Pact nations, who approved of the decision. At the

same time, Marshals Grechko and Yakubovsky met with their

counterparts in the Polish and East German armies. 4 1

Pravda, reporting on the Marshals' movements, explained that

the meeting with the East German commander allowed them to

"exchange opinions concerning questions of interest to tne
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armies," while the Polish meeting provided a forum to

discuss "Interaction during training exercises."' 4 2

It appears the invasion was planned to be coordinated

with a coup in the Czech government. A Czech Presidium

meeting began at 2:00 pm on 20 August to discuss two items.

The first was the agenda for the upcoming 14th Extraordinary

Congress of the Party, the second to discuss a document

titled "Report on the Political Situation in Czechosiova<Ia

and on the Conditions under which the Communist Party

Pursues Its Work." Comrades Kolder and InOra, two

conservatives, immediately demanded the agenda be changeo to

discuss the "Report" as the first order of business. in

addition, they carried with them a fifteen page position

paper which they demanded to read. An intense decate

ensued, and Kolder and Indra were ruled out of order. I
Moments later a telephone call Informed the memoers that

troops of the Warsaw Pact had begun to cross over the Czech

border. The position paper might well have been the device

with which the conservatives intended to base their coup. 4 3  
I

When the Soviet tanks rolled into Czechoslovakia, TASS

reported that:

statesmen and Party representatives of the
Czechoslovak Socialist Republic appealed to
the Soviet Union and other allied states with
the request for immediate assistance, including
armed forces, to the fraternal Czechoslovak
people.44

Perhaps TASS was expecting this request to actually come

following a planned coup--one which failed to materialize.
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When the announcement of the invasion came, members of the

Czech Presidium noted Kolder, Indra, and Bilak did not

seemed surprised. 4 5 The statement which the leaders of the

Czech Communist Party actually made included this paragraph:

The Czechoslovak Communist Party central committee
Praesldium regard this act as contrary not only
to the fundamental principles of relations
between socialist states, but also as contrary
to the principles of international iaw. 4 6

Two of the first targets of the Soviet tanks were the

Central Committee building, where they arrested the Czech

leadership and whisked them away, appearing three days later

in Moscow, and Radio-Prague. The radio station continuea to

broadcast, even with the sound of machine gun fire in the

background. In fact, it was two weeks before the voice of

the opposition could be stopped on the radio. Tocay it is

clear the Soviets did not expect Dubcek to still oe in power

when their tanks reached the Presidium, nor the opposition

to their presence to oe so intense. 4 7

Eleven years later the CPSU would again find itself

faced with another high-stake situation where the outcomes

were critical, and every option had to be employed to ensure

victory--this time in Afghanistan.
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IV
I

CHAPTER 6

THE 1979 SOVIET INVASION OF AFGHANISTAN

This Chapter will follow the same general ouzi:ne founc

in Chapter 5. First, it will provide a brief overview o:

the events as they existed in Afghanistan prior to the

Soviet invasion. Next, it will identify two policies tne

Soviets employed to achieve its goals with Afghanistan. the

formal policy and the back-up invasion. Finally, it wiii

examine the indicators Hafizullah Amin had availaoie to nlm

suggeszing a Soviet invasion was imminent.

Background

On 17 July, 1973, following an almost loociless coup.

Monammea Daoua took over power in Afghanistan. Using tne

support of young, reform-oriented officers, he ral liea

practically the entire Afghan military behind him. His

first political move was to abolish the monarchy of the

increasingly pro-West Zahir Shah, and proclaim a repuDijc.,

Daoud was no stranger to the Afghan political world.

having previously served as Afghanistan's Prime Minister.

During this period, although exceedingly nationalistic, he

became known to the world as the "Red Prince". 2 To Daoud,

the most pressing problem on Afghanistan's agenda was the
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question of Pushtunlstan. This area, its tribal connections

with Afghanistan in the form of 3-4 million Pushtuns, was

incorporated as part of Pakistan by the British prior to

their regional withdrawal. It was the Soviet Union which

offered Daoud both political and military support in his

quest to absorb Pushtunistan into the borders of

Afghan i stan:

Ni

Soviet economic aid began--the first post-
Stalin program--and a year later Daoud convened
a loya jirgah (an assembly of tribal elders)

to consider a security relationship with the
Soviets. Overcoming a deep, religious-inspired
hatred of communism, the elders agreed. Over the
ensuing 25 years--up to the historic watershea •
of December 1979--the Soviet-Afghan connection

was to yield $2.5 billion in economic and
military aid, the education of 6,000 Afghan
stucents in Soviet universities, anc Soviet
indoctrination of 4,000 Afghan soldiers. 3

The People's Democratic Party of Afghanistan (PDPA) was

one of the fruits of the Soviet effort In education. Formec

on 1 January 1965, it became the communist party of

Afghanistan. Three of its founding members, Nur Moharmmaa

Taraki, Hafizullah Amin, and Babrak Karmal, would all become

presidents of Afghanistan In the turmoil which followed .

Daoud's eventual demise. 4 However, when the "Red Prince"

seized power in 1973, the Soviets seemed more than satisfiea

with the non-PDPA ruler.

On 19 July, 1973, just two days after Daoud's coup, the

Soviet Union became the first nation to formally recognize

the Republic of Afghanistan. It did not take long, however,
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for the Soviets to realize that the "Red Prince" might not

be the man they hoped he would be. Much to their dismay, he

remained Intensely nationalistic, establishing his own

National Revolutionary Party in 1975. Legally, Afghanistan

was a one-party republic--which did not embrace the PDPA!5

As Daoud's time in office increased, his nationalistic

policies matured. The U.S., a f rrn suoncrter ce PaKis-a..

came to realize a stable relationship oetween PaKistan ana

Afghanistan was in Its own interest. Accordingly. not only

did the U.S. move to increase support of the Daoua regime,

but the Shah of Iran also developed an increasea interest.

offering Daoud $2 billion in econmoic aid over a ten year

period. Non-aligned nations, such as Egypt, inoia, ano

Yugoslavia, took political steps to win Afghanistan over to

a truly non-aligned status. Early in 1978, Daouc signed an

agreement with the People's Republic of China for increasec

trade and economic support for Afghanistan industry.

Finally:

N ,

just before his overthrow, President Daoua mace
a visit to Saudi Arabia, where, amoung other
things, he signed a joint communique saying
that the conflict between Somalia and Ethiopia
should be solved 'on the basis of the right of
self-determination of the people of Ogaden.'
As the people of Ogadeo are Somalis, this could
only be interpreted as a slap at Ethiopia, an
ally of the Soviet Union. 6

On 17 April, 1978, a prominent leader in the PDPA was

assassinated In Kabul. Two days later Daoud faced his fi-st

public demonstration against him. A crowd of 15,000 Afgnans
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marched on the American embassj, shouting anti-American

slogans. Daoucl, surprised by the popular support the PDPA

had acquired, moved to crush the left-wicig party. TaraKi,

the leader of the PDPA, Amin, and Karmal, were all

eventually thrown into prlscn. Amin, before capture, was

able to issue instructions to key military units to initiate

a coup. On 27 April the coup began. 7

Heavy fighting betweei loyal and rebel military units

lasted throughout the day. By 5:30 pm retel elements

stormed the prison nolding the PDPA leadership, releasing

the captives:

There was tension beneatrh the euphoria. Whiie
-' AmIn, 'nandcutfs sti 1ockea arouna one wris ,
was ccngrat•lating Taraki, Babrak Karmal asKea
where they were going, and if victory was certain.
Amin to•l him t~iat if he did not want to come
with them he co-la stay in jail. 8

By the end of the day, Daoud and many meirners of n4is

family had been killed in the fighting. Colonei Aboui

Qader, the leader of tne Revolutionary Air Force announcea

on Raaio Afghanistan that power had passed to the hanas of

the masses, and that for the time Deing he woulo exercise

power. Three days later he hanrded form.al cnntro,) of

Afghanistan over to a Revolu'ionary Cou: cil, lea by TaraKi.

As was the case following Daoud'5 own coup, the Soviet

Union was the first nation to recogni:e the new Afghan

regime, pubirly doing so on 30 April, 1978. Recognition

soon ar r;_ved from Bu!garla, a..tec ,crioz>l, Czechos0ov3<K ia,



Cuba, and Vietnam. Although Taraki was quick to publically

announce that Afghanistan would remain a non-aligned nation,

actual events seemed to indicate otherwise. The number of

Soviet advisors rose from 200 to several thousand in the

space of two months. Moscow promised over $I billion in

economic aid would be provided over the next five years, at

the same time all Iranian and Arab-sponsored projects were

halted. By November. at least thirty Soviet-Afgnan treaty

agreements had been signed. 1 0

Thr government which Taraki put together was an attempt

to bano the Afghan PDPA, split into two rival factions, into

one solid mass. To 6ccomplish this, Taraei named Amin ano

Karmal, by this time bitter foes, jointly to the post of

depuzy P-Ime Minister. Karmal's tacticn, the Parcham, nao

0 ittie overal); power, and by 5 July Amin was able to

engineer an in-house coup which removed the Parc im from all

power. Karmai was offero, and accepted, the pcst as

ambassador to Czechcslovakia. Later, Karmal would be

relieved of tnis position and recalled home. Fearing for

his life, he went into hiding, probably in the Soviet Union.

Taraki's own Khalq faction, with Amin as its champion, was

now free to Ini.tiate the Afghan countryside to an overnignt

lesson in Macxism-Leninism.-I

It was this mlguided attempt to bring Afghanistan into

the Marxist fold overnlgigt which spellea doom for- the TaraKi

rg me. The regime Issuea a series of eight "Decrees" which

often ran head-on into Islamic law. Among these Decrees.
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number four declared total racial and ethnic equality, six

eliminated all debts (in doing so cut farmers off from local

funding), seven Introduced equal rights for women and

regularized cowry practices, and eight declared a policy of

land reform. It was Decree eight which bit hard Into

Afghanistan's tribal-feudal power structure, causing wiae

spread resistancý from landowners and peasants aliKe. 1 2

Finally, as if to symbolize:

the direction of events, and of its own
radical insensitivity, the Taraki government
changed the Afghan national flag--black,
red, and Islamic green--to a new all-red
design similar to the flags of the Soviet
Central Asian republ.ics. 13

The people soon turned to the mullahs, foes of ootn tne

left and of modernization, to provide a network of

opposition. 1 4 Guerrilla bands soon appeared in the

countryside, offering armed opposition to troops of the

Afghan regime. In the spring of 1979, Afghan guerrilla mace

their first serious challenge to the PDPA changes, the

uprising In Herat. -:laring a jihad against the Kabul

government, Siguhatullah Mujaddidi directed the attack on

Herat which ended in the deaths of forty Soviet advisors. 1 5

It should be noted that Herat has close historical ano

cultural ties with Iran, its inhabitants ethnically

Farsewan. These people viewed the overthrow of the Snah of

Iran in February, and in fact felt some of the same urges

which drove the Iranians into rebellion. The Kacul Times

6.0
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was quick to point the finger at Iran following the Herat

uprising, suggesting that the participants were Iranian

soldiers In disgulse. 1 6

Concern In the Kremlin over the state of affairs In

Afghanistan quickly grew. Privately, Soviet officials

expressed concerns that the Afghan reforms were occurring

too fast. By the time of the Herat uprising, all

twenty-nine Afghan provinces and almost all Its ethnic

groups were involved In guerrilla warfare. The Afghan army

was unreliable, often refusing to fight, and as a result the

Soviets found themselves picking up the slack. More Soviet

advisors arrived and the families of advisors already in the

country were sent home. 1 7

SThe Soviets desire to crush the rebels was perhaps

-• motivated by more than a desire to aid the PDPA. As noted
L'.

by some analysts, the Soviets had a genuine concern the

revolutionary fervor in Iran would spill into the southern

Soviet Union. via Afghanistan. 1 8 After all, the

Afghan-Soviet border cuts the domain of the Tajiks,

Afghanistan's second largest tribe, the Uzbeks, and the

Turkmen. The domain of the Turkmen also extends directiy

Into Iran. 1 9 It Is easy to see the concern which the

Kremlin might feel given the situation in Iran in 1979.

The Soviets felt that Taraki was still the best man for

their Interests. As they saw It, the Afghan problems lay in

Amin. Amin had slowly increased his power, and the Soviets

felt it was his policies, not Tarakl's, which were causing
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the guerrilla problems. Accordingly, they took steps to

remove Amin from office.20 In August, 1979, the "night"

letter" written by "Khalqls who favor unity" appeared on the

doors of Kabu.] residents. Attacking Amin it listea his

crimes, Including:

... assign'ng his brother as chief security officer
of the northern provinces, once again Amin snowing
that he and only he is in charge of everything
and brooks no competition. He assigned ail of
his relatives, tribe and close friends to important
positions. His nephew and son-in-law is dleputy
foreign minister. Another of his close relatives

is in charge of the traffic department and Is
busy robbing people's pockets ....

Amin's behavior and tyranny are an embarrassment
to the democratic Khalq Party of Afghanistan.
This has caused the oppositionist elements to
unite to threaten the security ano safety of
the country.

Although we informed the General Secretary
of the Party [Taraki) of Amin's acts ano behavior
many times, he told us with much regret that
Amin Is in charge of everything and he (the
General Secretary) cannot do anything ....

Therefore it is evident that all Khalqis
should join hands against Amin and disarm him
of his power. 2 1

During this time, the U.S. embassy in Kaoui reporter an

anti-Amin plot was developing In the cabinet. TaraKi,

returning on 11 September from a conference of non-aligned

nations in Havana, was asked to stop in Moscow to meet with

Brezhnev and Gromyko. At this meeting, the Soviets

convinced Taraki to oust Amin and broaden his own political

base. 2 2

In an article titled "Friendly Meeting", Prayca notea:
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The Soviet side expressed solidarity with the
Afghan people, who have embarked on the path of
building a new society and are waging a resolute
s'ruggle against the Intrigues of imperialist
and reactionary forces. L. I. Brezhnev assured
N. M. Taraki that the friendly Afghan people
can continue to count on the Soviet Union's
all-rouna2 disinterested aid in this just
struggle. 

I
Taraki acted on the Soviet advice soon after he returnea

to Kabul. Summoning Amin to the Arg Palace for a meeting.

he evidently planned to kill Amin upon his arrival. Fearing

a plot, Amin refused. Alexander M. Puzanov, the Russian

ambassador then guaranteed Amin's safety, and in turn Amin

agreed to come. Possibly, Taraki's own aide-de-camp, ilajor

Sayea Daoud Taroon, warned Amin of the plot. In any event.

when Amin arrived a shoot-out occured, Amin escapea, ano

later returned with a band of supporters who tOOK Tarakwi

prisoner. Offical reports declared that Taraki was forcea

to step down from office due to health reasons. 2 4

Moscow was caught off-guard, but quickly triec to

regroup in the face of this turn of events. On 18 Septemaer

Pavda printed a greeting to Amin from both Brezhnev and

Kosygin:

Congratulations on your election to t0e posts
of General Secretary of the People's Democratic
Party of Afghanistan, Chairman of the Revolutionary
Council and Prime Minister of the Democratic
Republic of Afghanistan.

We are confident that fraternal relations
between the Soviet Union and revolutionary
Afghanistan will continue to develop successfully
on the basis of the Treaty of Friendship, Good-
Neighbor Relations and Cooperation, in the
Interests of our countries' peoples ano to
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the benefit of peace and progress in Asia and
around the world. 2 5

Moscow was now forced to deal with Amin, and It still

faced the problem of an Islamic rebellion which was

spreading through the countryside--threatening Russia

Itself.

The Soviet Options

The Soviets evidently saw the situation in Afghanistan

as holding high stakes, with critical outcomes. As was the

case In Czechoslovakia, they seemed prepared to employ every

option to ensure victory.

The Soviets immediately initiated efforts in two

directlons. The first was purely diplomatic and took the

form of a public reconcilatlon with Amin. Ambassador

Puzanov and Amin held a private meeting for two hours on 15

September. 2 6 On 19 September a Moscow corresponoent for The

Christian Science Monitor reported the Soviets were

evidently "surprised by the weekend power shift." He also

suggested the Pravda greeting of 18 September indicatea

"either approval for the event, or a signal to Mr. Amin that

the Soviets fully accepted his new leadership."27

These efforts were designed to restore the status-quo

with the Kabul regime. Once relations were again on solia

ground, the work of crushing the rebels could be renewea.
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The Soviets second effort seemed to be manifesteo in the

form of General Ivan Pavlovskll (sometimes spelled as

Pavlovskiy):

The arrival of Pavlovskii in Kabul was a sign
that something big was afoot. He was an important
man--commander-in-chiet of Soviet Grouno
Forces and deputy minister of defense.
Signlf:cantly, he had made a similar trip to
Czechoslovakia in 1968 prior to the invasion
and had been the commander of the Soviet troops

who marched into Czechoslovakia. If there was
to be a similar invasion of Afghanistan,
Pavlovskii was a logical person to plan It
because of his previous Czechoslovak experience
and because he had no operational command.
Indeed, there was no other obvious reason for
him to be in Afghanistan. 2 8

Although the Soviets plainly tried to soive the proolem

with diplomatic efforts, an invasion ultimately occureo.

The next section will examine the deception operations whnch

preceded the eventual invasion.

The Deception and Invasion

The assessment which General Pavlovskii presented the

CPSU offered three choices. Former U.S. ambassador to

Kabul, Robert Neumann, Identified them as: 1) Let

Afghanistan go. 2) A "massive Russian military infusion."

3) A coup to install a puppet at the head of the government

in hope that he could bring things under control. Neumann

suggests the Soviets decided on a "combination of the last

two options."' 2 9
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To Justify a massive military infusion, an outside

threat, something bigger than bands of rebels conducting a

jihad, had to be developed. The answer came In the form of

the "Red Prince's" old cause, the issue of Pushtunistan.

Reports which Indicated Pakistan, supported by both the U.S.

and China, intenoed to invade Afghanistan over this issue
cecan to appear in various publications. The Afrique-Asie

reported "that the President of Pakistan had oeen preparing

"with the aid of the United States, the Emirates ano Cnina,

an invasion since May 1978.'" The article offerea

"eyewitness" accounts of "decidely non-Islamic instructors'

preparing counter-revolutionary troops for the invasion.3C

Al-Shaab repocted Washington and Peking had:

started organizing terrorist groups in
Pakistan and later at training camps In
China, composed of Afghan feudal lords
dispossessed of their big estates, their
retainers, and misled individuals who had
fled from Afghanistan.

3 1

In the summer of 1979, the French weekly Revolution

reported:

The United States and China are openly
colluding to install a pro-Western
government in Afghanistan, subservient
to imperialist interests. They are
encircling the Democratic Republic of
Afghanistan with a chain of military
bases and camps in which sabotage units
are Intensively trained for an invasion
of the country. 3 2
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During this period, U.S. newspapers were quoting

officials of the Carter administration as saying:

the U.S. does not want to get involved
even to the extent of providing secret
support such as arms to the rebels. In
the U.S. view, this would give the Soviets
a chance to claim that they were countering
U.S. imperialism. It would provide
justification for the support of separatists
in Iran and Pakistan. 3 3

With the required enemy established, the Soviets slowly

began to increase the size of their advisor contingent.

Afghan military units now operated under the direct

supervision of the Soviets who accompanied them. But their

presence seemed to hurt their cause rather than help it.

Reports of Afghan troops gouging out the eyes of cniidren in

rural villages, while the Soviets stood by and watched.

filtered in. Amin became known as a puppet of the Soviets,

and hence an enemy of Islam. 3 4

Amin himself seemed to accept the Soviet line that

Pakistan sought to do him harm. Accordingly, he acted to

increase tensions between his country and Pakistan.

Air-raid sirens sounded in Kabul during November, althougn

the only border intrusions came out of Afghanistan. it is

quite possible that Amin intended to side-track the

discontent in his country by focusing on the Pusntunistan

issue.35

Despite the Pushtunlstan issue, Amin repeatedly told the

Soviets no additional Soviet assistance would be nteeed. To
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appease the Soviets, he began to do what they had asked

Taraki to do, broaden his base. He commuted death

sentences, appointed a new constitutional convention,

convened a loya Jirgah, and began diplomatic efforts with

President Zia to close the Pakistan border to guerrillas.

But these efforts appeared too late to sati3fy the Afghan

people, and hence the Sov!ets. Entire units of the Afghan

army defected, taking their weapons with them. By the

winter of 1979, less than half of the original Afghan army

remal ned. 36

In the meantime, the Soviets continued to increase their

advisor strength In Afghanistan. U.S. intelligence started

to notice an Increase In military transport activity in the

Turkmen and adjoining military districts. Local Turkmen

reservists were called up in November, bridging equipment

was brought to postions, and a satellite conmnunications

station was established between Moscow and Termez. "On 8

December, an airborne regiment was posted to the

Soviet-controlled Bagram Airbase." 3 7 While these events

were unfolding, the KGB was attempting to take control of

the Afghan secret police.

Viktor S. Paputin, the Soviet director of international

security affairs, arrived in Kabul with a team of advisors

who "tried to reorganize the Afghan secret police.'"3 8 Not

surprisingly, Amin's nephew, the head of the Afghan secret

police, was wounded In December by an Afghan army officer.
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Still not suspecting a plot, Amin sent him to Moscow for

medical care. "Three days later, he returned: In a

coffin."
3 9

By 14 December, U.S. newpapers were reporting that

Soviet units were arriving in Afghanistan In "iaentifiaDle

units", and Deputy Secretary of State Warren Christopher haa

expressea U.S. concern to acting Soviet ambassacor Vlaaoi en

M. Vasev. 4 0

On 20 December, the Soviet airborne regiment at Bagram,

together with its BMD carriers and assault guns, was

repostioned to two strategic locations. The first one was

in the area near the Salang pass-tunnel:

the key choke point between Kabul and Termez.
Around the same time, a small element of this
unit took up security duty at the Kabul
International Airport. The Soviets then
controlled the road leading into Afghanistan

and the two airbases closest to Kabul. The
doors to Afghanistan were open and under
Soviet guarO. 4 1

When questioned on 21 December about the increased

Soviet Military activity, Foreign Minister GCromyko repiieo:

"The reports are wrong. We don't know what you are talking

about." 4 2 This line was echoed in Prava on 23 December in

a report titled "Soviet Troops in Afghanistan? -- 'Pure

Fabrication"':

Recently Western, and especially American, mass
news media have been disseminating deliberately
planted rumors about some sort of 'interference'
by the Soviet Union in the internal affairs of
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Afghanistan. They have gone so far as to claim
that Soviet 'military units' have been moved Into
Afghan territory.

All these assertions are pure fabrication,
needless to say. 4 3

This same Pravda article noted Amin as "recently"

stating:

"The Soviet Union has always shown profouno

respect for our independence and national
sovereignty, for what we hold sacred. it has
never infringed on our sovereignty and
national independence, on our national
traditions and honor, Is not now doing so,
and never will. It Is for this reason that
we are drawing fraternally closer to the
Soviet Union and other socialist countries.' 4 4

This statement would indicate Amin was stili unaware or

the Soviet intentions. Indeed, most of the Western press

was equally deceived as to the Soviet intentions.

Commenting on the recent appearence of Soviet troops at

Kabul airport and along the Soviet-Afghan border in a 22

December article titled "Soviet Union sends 1,500 paratroops

to Afghanistan", the Times noted "the troops were celievec

to have been sent to oppose the Muslim Insurgents in

Afghanistan.. ."45

On Christmas eve the Soviets began their invasion.

Kabul airport, secured a week earlier by the Soviet airoorne

0 detachment, provided the Soviet transport aircraft with tne

needed runway. The 105th Guards Airborne Division, together

with elements of the 103rd Guards Airborne Division ano a

spetsnaz unit were the first troops to arrive. During the
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next three days the Soviet airlift Into Kabul would average

75-120 flights per day. 4 6 Columns of T-54 and T-64 battle

tanks, artillery, trucks and fuel convoys from the 40th

Army, which had massed on the Soviet-Afghan border, began to

roll into Afghanistan on pontoon bridges. 4 7

At the same time, Soviet advisors were insuring the

Afghan army would be unable to resist. Afghan tanks

guarding the vital Kabul radio station had their diesel fuel

siphoned off. The Soviets had Afghan army commanders

conduct an inventory of their ammunition, thus removing it

from it storage facilities. At Pul-e-Charkhi, an Afghan

tank park, Soviet advisore had the Afghans remove the

batteries from their tanks for winterizing. 4 8 Finally,

"numerous key officials and military officers in Kabul were

Invited to parties on the 27th and, after having been plied

with alcohol, were locked in until their reliability could

be better assessed." 4 9

Amin was targeted on 27 December. Following an

Ill-fated attempt to poison him, Amin had retreated with his

body guards to Darulaman. There, several hundred spetsnaz

troops, wearing Afghan army uniforms, stormed the palace and

shot Amin. 5 0

That evening, the pre-recorded voice of Babrak Karmal,

the man Amin had purged earlier in the year, was 'ieard over

the frequency of Radio Kabul. He declared he had been

elected Prime Minister and that Amin had been executed. The

broadcast originated from Soviet Central Asia. The real
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Radio Kabul was, in the meantime, "b1iissfuliy unaw4dre" tnar ,

a coup had occurred. When the world awcke the next mor.ning,

the Soviets presented It with a "fait accompil.",5 1

In the days following the coup, the Soviets woulo

suggest they were invited into the country by Amln.52

Some scholars note however, "it seemed somewhat illogical ,.

tha" :•.nin would ask the Soviets to intervene, overthrow rnis

government, and kill him.' 5 3

summar-y

The 1979 invasion of Afghanistan enoed witn BabraK

Kacmal in control of the PDPA. cnd the Soviets fighting fo7

control of the countryside. The following chapter wili

comp:-ýe this 1979 invasion with its 1968 Czechoslovakian

countetpa.rt, and contrast both to the model presentea in

Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 7

CZECHSLOVAKIA, AFGHANISTIAN, AND THE MODEL

7he aim ct this chapter :s tc examine the simliarities

netween the two Sov'eL invasions. It will focus on evenzs

surrounding the deceptions as they were playea out. 7o

accompl'sh this, first the background events will De

compared. Next the Soviet options will be acaressed.

ollowed by highlights of the actual ceceptions. zinaa v.

tne sum of alI the events bil] be compacec to tne stcategic

deception mocel. In this final area, the focus will D O n

aeciaing if the Soviets followed a srimilar pattern in

procucing anC employing the aeceptions. The first step is

to compare the two backgrounds.

The Bagkorounds

By refering to Chapters 5 and 6, one finds

Czechoslovakia and Afghanistan in a state of intense

political turmoil prior to the Soviet invasions. Botn naa

acquired new political leadership within less than a year--

leadership which was anxious to establish itself as the

vehicle which would usher their country into the mooern

wor •i.
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To accomplish this, both leaders embarked on policies of

massive reform. For the Czechs, the reforms were ooth

political and economic. The Afghans were also subjectec to

political and economic reforms, which in turn transiated

Into religious reforms. In the Czech reforms, the Soviets

saw a buffer nation moving away from their fold. In the

Afghan refot'ms, they - an cm.ncus conrontation cet'wee

SMarxism and islam brewing--one which couIo easiiy spreaa

into their own nation.

Irn )oth caues the CPSU felt it was approaching a
.%.'

threatening situation, one which could impact on their own

se urity. As a result, the CPSU initiated a two option

prograrn whicr-., by completing either option, would ultimately

satisfy their desires.

The Options

The first option was totally aipiornatic. it invoiveo

the normal process of political, ecomonic, and military

"0• measures designed to sway a nations leadership to ones own

point of view. The second option prepared the target nation

fcr invasion. TrYese preparations usually occurred as a
V",

covert portion of the overt diplomatic means. In coing so,

the CPSU insured, unould military action be requireo. the

tools were immediately available to begin, and qc.&[Y

.*: realizv, the desired result. In both cases, the leadership

of the target nation proved so Intensely nationalistic, no
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amount of Soviet diplomacy could bring about their

satisfactory control.

The Decept ions

As part of both deceptions, a plausible enemy of the

target nation had to be developed. This enemy woulo provioe

the Soviets with the required excuse to deploy their

rmilitary machine. At the same time, it would draw the

attention of the target leadership away from the Soviets.

fixing it in another direction.

In the case of Czechoslovakia, the enemy was perhaps

preaictanle--West Germany, supported by the U.S. For

Afghanistan the Pushtunistan issue was resurrectec. Here,

the foes were Pakistan, the U.S., and China. Both cases

presented a traditonal enemy to the target nation. in the

Czech example, it was enough to gain the attention of the

people. The Afghans were generally unmoved, instead

concentrating on an enemy of Islam, the communists.

At tre same time, events occurred which seemed designeo

to destabilize the target leadership. The "night letter- in

Afghanistan ana the anonymous letters which appeared on

Czech doors are good examples.

Internationally, the CPSU found little support for its

Czecn adventures from front groups and various other

conmmunist par,,es around the world. Perhaps this is uecause

Zhf: Czuch2 were seen as a new breed of modern communist --
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something which would probably increase the CPSU insecurity.

On the other hand, the CPSU found a great deal of support

for its Afghan undertaking. Articles supporting the

deception story appeared from sources throughout the world.

The KGB, already supported in Czechoslovakia, was aole

to engineer various deceptions, such as the so called

weapons cache. They were not in control of the Afghan

secret police, at least not until the shoot-out where Amin s

nephew was gunned down.

The leadership of both nations was asked to allow an

expanded Soviet military presence in their country to

counter the threat. Both leaders declined in favor of

increased political action. As a result, the Soviets

concentratea their main forces on the borders of the target

nations, while existing in-country f -reparations

for the eventual Invasion. In both , hign-rar.ing

Soviet military delegations toured the target countrv. wirnin

a few morlths of the actual invasion. Likewise, the Suviet

miltary presence, be it in the form of exercises or

advisors, was felt for prolonged periods of time prior to

their intervention. When the invasion did come, both target

nations, had they chosen to resist, would have found their

own military vIrtually disarmed by the Soviets. Fuel was

removed from battle tanks, ammunit)ori removed from storage

and. in some cases, the leadership iocked away.

When asked -)y the world to explain their growing

military presence in areas surrounding the tauget nations,



the Soviets called the Czech example exercises and denied

completely their presence In the Afghan example.

In explaining the actual invasions, the Soviets elected

to continue with their deception storylines. They claimed

the Czech and Afghan leadership requested their assistance.

In the Czech example, these claims were being made at the

same time Radio Prague was transmitting to the woril that

they were indeed being invaded. In the Afghan case, tne

Soviets broacasted their own signal, similar to Radio

Kabul's, with the voice of Karmal asking the Soviets to

continue with the aid which Amin himself had requested.

Finally, both invasions seemed to be planned arouno a

simultaneous coup. When attempted in CzechoslovaKia, t-e

Dubcek leadership proved too strong to overturn. This

explains why the "requests" for assistance the Soviets were

counting on never materialized. In Afghanistan, the Soviets

used a spetsnaz team to insure the new leadership woula be

installed. When Karmal made his plea for assistance, Amin

was not around to challenge him.

With all of the above in mind, the last task is to

contrast these events to the model produced in chapter 4.

B'£OJ of the examples In this paper were instances wnere

the CPSU felt themselves In a high stakes situation. They

made early decisions to prepare for military Intervention in
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the event their diplomatic efforts failed. This being the

case, they tasked the KGB, ID, lID, and Military to produce

a coordinated strategic deception campaign against the

target leadership.

As was shown in this paper, these bodies developed a

plausible deception story which revolved around a

traditional threat. This story was filtered into the I
targets reality via the media, front groups and other

cofmnunist parties, the CPSU, and the military high command.

As the targets reacted, the storyline was adjusted. In

Czechoslovakia, the West German invasion became a N-

counter-revolution. In Afghanistan, the Iranian extremists

became Pakistan's designs on Pushtunistan.

Eventually, the international, domestic, Intelligence, I
and military inputs all suggested to the leadership to react

In a benign fashion. In both cases that was the decision

they made, and the free world asked the question; "How could

they let that happen, couldn't they see?".

A •. n

The goal of this paper was to determine If the Soviets

have provided the West with a blueprint of their strategic

deception program. It has been shown that the Soviets have - -

cdone extensive study and thinking about strategic deception.

Their miltary nas developed It Into doctrine, and their
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political bureaucray has likewise embraced it. Taken as a

whole, the blueprint, albeit a flexible one, is there.

Two cases were presented where the CPSU ooviously

employed strategic deception as a means to.an end. These

were obvious cases. Some scholars have suggested Soviet

deceptions existed In their campaigns against the ABM,

neutron bomb, and S.D.I. Had diplomatic efforts failea to

satisfy the CPSU in Poalad, an invasion might have occurred

there as well. Certainly nations of the West were

predicting it would happen, and the Soviets knew the eyes of

the world were upon them. This was not the case in 1968,

during the height of the Vietnam War--the year of a divisive

U.S. presidential campaign. Nor was it the case in 1979, a

year of world-wide recession and of U.S. hostages in Iran.

In any event, the Soviet have proved strategic oeception

to be a powerful, unimposing, Inexpensive, and extremely

effective way oa. realizing national objectives and goals.

I A
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